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Kaiser Permanente Sick Bay at Denver Comic Con 

Introduction & Description of Main Event 

In three short years, Denver Comic Con (DCC) has rocketed to become the fourth 
largest event of its kind in the United States. This annual popular culture convention—a 
“fan fest” celebrating the latest and greatest in comics, graphic novels, anime, manga, 
video games, toys, movies and television has exploded in attendance attracting more 
than 101,000 people in 2015.  
 

For three days from May 

23-25, 2015 at the 

Colorado Convention 

Center in Denver, 

attendees of this family-

friendly event were 

provided the opportunity to 

interact with their favorite 

creators, celebrities and 

pop icons. Whether on the 

300,000 sq. ft. expo floor, at 

autograph sessions, panel 

presentations, special 

screenings, costume contests, or special events, Denver Comic Con has tapped into 

pop fan passion, transforming it into the region’s hottest ticket.  

Proceeds from Denver Comic Con (DCC) directly support the children’s literacy and art 

program, Pop Culture Classroom (formerly named Comic Book Classroom). The 

501(c)(3) nonprofit organization owns and produces DCC and invests the proceeds to 

fund an educator-created curriculum which improves literacy and art skills, increases 

student achievement and develops personal awareness for elementary and middle 

school students.  Working with schools, youth groups and after-school programs, Pop 

Culture Classrooms helps kids fall in love with learning, through comics. There is no 

other Con in the U.S. with such a mission and purpose.  

  

2015 IFEA Pinnacle Award Submission: 

54) Best New Promotion Activity 
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Description and purpose/objective of the promotion 

Kaiser Permanente is a major healthcare insurer/provider in Colorado.  As a result of 

the Affordable Heathcare Act, Kaiser Permanente is actively working to reach and 

engage Exchange-Elligible prospects to sign them up for heath insurance.   

The “sweet spot” for new clients for Kaiser Permanente are Millennials, those between 

21-38, who are often difficult to reach using traditional media.  Denver Comic Con 

attracts that demographic profile in droves, providing an excellent event-marketing 

platform. 

The key with this demographic group is to create a promotional activation that is 

compelling enough to get them to stop and engage Kaiser Permanente, filling out a brief 

health questionnaire for future follow-up. 

Specifically, this proposal is designed to fulfill the following objectives for Kaiser 

Permanente: 

 Reach and impact exchange-eligible “Young Invincibles”, (the sweet spot for 

ACA enrollees) as potential members of Kaiser Permanente 
 

 Engage DCC’s desirable audience to achieve Kaiser Permanente’s marketing 

and communications objectives of supporting and complimenting a young active 

lifestyle and KP’s high-tech digital approach to medicine. 

Description of what was being promoted 

Kaiser Permanente wanted to be seen as the “future of healthcare,” providing integrated 

medicing, online and digital records and provider communication, ease of use, high 

quality healthcare and excellent service. 

The bottom line was to collect names, addresses and answers to a few questions from 

the respondant regarding their current and future healthcare needs that could be letter 

followed-up by a KP specailist. 

What makes this promotion different from any other promotions? 

The Denver Comic Con is an assault on all the senses.  Nowhere else can you find 

some many pop culture experiences from the Game of Thrones throne to a working Star 

Wars R2D2 droid.  Nearly 50% of all attendees are in costume for their favorite super 

hero or pop culture icon. The key to this promotion was to create a promotion that would 

cut through the sensory overload and activity noise and create an experience that 

attendees would seek out. 

We needed to create a promotion that would help Kaiser Permanente stand out from 

the crowd. 
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Target Audience 

101,000 people attended the 2015 Denver Comic Con.  By their interest in this activity 

we knew the majority of attendees were our target.  Essentially Kaiser Permanente 

wanted to reach men and women between 21-38 either single or with young families. 

The Solution: Creating Sick Bay from the Enterprise Star Ship  

We proposed to Kaiser Permanente that to demonstrate Kaiser Permanente was indeed 

the future of medicine, we could best manifest that by converting their 10’ x 20’ exhibit 

space in the Denver Comic Con expo to depict Sick Bay on the Star Ship Enterprise 

featured in Star Trek: The Next Generation.  Our belief was, that if we could create as 

realistic a depiction as possible, complete with medical crew in uniform using props 

such as a medical tricorder, we would attract attendees into the booth to take a brief 

survey. 

CSG engaged local set designer, Scenographics to create the set. CSG set photos from 

the movie set from which they created the rendering below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSG then researched the appropriate Enterprise crew uniform for medical personnel 

(blue), ordered Star Trek medical patches, communicators and medical props on line to 

outfit the people working the display.  Further, we provided the event staff with an 

overview of Star Trek to add to their knowledge of Kaiser Permanente’s products and 

services. 

The set was to include a patient bed with medical monitors and back perimeter wall 

looking as realistic as possible including Star Trek sound effects, monitor lights, etc. 

IPad kiosks would be used to collect attendee data and the survey questions were 

changed to reflect the Star Trek-themed promotion. (e.g. If you were to beam down to 

your home residence, what would be the exact coordinates?) 
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Further, we provided free t-shirts to those who took the survey that combined the 

famous Vulcan saying “Live Long and Prosper” with Kaiser Permanente’s marketing 

message “Thrive” with the hybrid statement “Live Long and Thrive.” 

The final outcome was remarkable! 
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Budget & Timetable:  

In addition to the sponsorship fee paid by Kasier Permanente to Denver Comic Con for 

an Associate Sponsorship, the promotional budget was as follows: 

Sick Bay set design & construction: $5,800 

Crew costumes:    $   500 

Props and Video Loop   $   450 

Live Long and Thrive T-shirts  $2,500 

Live Long & Thrive Stickers  $   500 

Staffing:     $6,200 

Union Install & Strike   $1,200 

Total      $17,150 

 

This activation was in the planning phase about four months out from the event, but the 

majority of it came together four weeks out in terms of set construction, t-shirt printing, 

etc. 

 

Overall Effectiveness:  

Kaiser Permanente’s sickbay became a feature attraction at Denver Comic Con.  

Attendees not only wanted to see it, but they wanted to have photos taken while being 

scanned by crew members with a medical tricorder. 

More than 800 surveys were completed, 2,000 shirts distributed, hundreds of thousands 

of social media photos and posts generated and Kaiser Permanente’s participation was 

even featured in a business story in The Denver Post.   

 

 


